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Salty Seas 
 
Everyone knows that seawater is different than freshwater most noticeably because it tastes salty. But is all ocean water 
equally salty? How do we measure it? In last week’s lecture, we reviewed the process of dissolution that produces the 
ions that make water salty. This week, we’ll look closer at these ions and review where they come from, how they behave, 
and what effects they have on the natural processes at work in the oceans. 
 
Salinity is a ratio of the total number of grams of dissolved ions present in a set number of grams of seawater. If we 
measured the number of grams of dissolved ions per 100 grams of seawater, the ratio would be parts per hundred or a 
percent. For seawater, we typically measure salinity as a number of grams per thousand grams of seawater. That makes it 
parts per thousand or permil. Notice the unit designation for permil looks very similar to the one for percent. It just has 
two zeros in the base instead of one. 
 
Let’s see what that looks like for the average salinity of seawater, which is 3.5 grams of dissolved ions per 100 grams of 
seawater – 3.5%, which is exactly the same as saying 35 parts per thousand or 35 permil. So 35 permil = 3.5 percent. Why 
use one over the other? The standard for the oceans is to use permil, so we can minimize the use of decimal places. - 
 
Lets review the chemical reaction that takes place when a solid with ionic bonds is dissolved in water. Here we see a 
block of rock called coquina. It is made entirely of shells that have cemented themselves together in a nearshore beach 
environment. The shells are made of calcium carbonate – and the bond that sticks the calcium ion to the carbonate ion is 
an ionic bond, as discussed in the last chapter. Water’s hydrogen bonds can attack the outer ions in this mineral and draw 
them off, breaking the ionic bonds and surrounding the ions in hydration spheres. When ionic bonds are broken, one of 
the ions is left with extra electrons, so it has a net negative charge. The other is missing electrons that it gave away 
originally to form the bond. That ion has a net positive charge (fewer electrons in the outer shell than protons in the 
nucleus). We call the positively charged ion formed during dissolution a CATION. The negatively charged one is called 
an ANION. 
 
When salt crystals dissolve, we end up with a sodium cation and a chloride anion. They are always equally but oppositely 
charged, because they are the consequence of one atom giving one or more electrons TO the other atom, so that both end 
up with filled outer electron shells. Refer to the previous week’s lecture for more explanation. 
 
So just what do these 35 grams of dissolved ions in 1000 grams of seawater look like? This image shows you 1 kilogram of 
water (1000 grams), and what 35 pieces of that look like in comparison. You can see here that for average seawater of 35 
parts per thousand salinity, 19.10 of those 1000 grams are dissolved chloride ions – Cl-minus. 10.62 are sodium ions. 2.66 
grams are the sulfate ion. 1.28 the magnesium ion. 0.40 grams calcium ions. 0.38 grams potassium ions. And all other 
dissolved ions in the ocean make up less than 0.25 grams of every 1000 grams of average seawater. 
 
We talked in the last chapter about how these ions are dissolved by water. Now they are present as ions hydrogen 
bonded to water molecules that trap them in hydration spheres, so they can’t rebond and precipitate. A few interesting 
things to notice from a review of the major dissolved ions in seawater is that the highest is chloride, and sodium is lower 
in concentration. Why is that? If chloride came only from dissolving salt, sodium chloride, the two should be equivalent. 
But in fact there are many solid chloride minerals in the world including magnesium chloride and potassium chloride. 
When all these minerals dissolve they release chloride. But there’s also another reason: residence time. 
 
Here is a table of the residence times for a few ions that can be found dissolved in the oceans. Remember from the first 
part of this class, we defined residence time as the length of time an ion, atom, or molecule resides in a reservoir on 
average before it is removed. In this case, the reservoir is the ocean. Ions arrive through a variety of sources and are 
removed primarily through precipitation and sedimentation. You can see from this list that the ion with the longest 
residence time is chloride, followed by sodium, magnesium, potassium, sulfate, and calcium. What do you notice about 
this list so far? It’s exactly identical to the list of major ions in the ocean, in the same order. So the primary reason that 
chloride is found in the highest abundance in the oceans is because it has the longest residence time. That makes it very 
hard to change its composition! And that’s also the explanation for why these ions are found in the same proportion 
throughout the oceans. The mixing time of the ocean is only 1,000 years. If something has a residence time of 1 million 
years, it will have been well mixed everywhere! We call ions that are found in the same proportion or percentage 
everywhere in the oceans conservative. 
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Ions that have short residence times and that are readily and easily removed from certain locations of the ocean are called 
nonconservative. Conservative constituents have long residence times, so they’ll be found in high abundance. 
Nonconcervative constituents have short residence times, so they are found in low abundance. We can see that iron has a 
residence time of only 140 years – much less than the ocean’s mixing time. Manganese has a residence time close to the 
mixing time. Both iron and manganese are considered trace constituents. More importantly, because they have short 
residence times and are found in low abundance, their composition can change quite substantially due to local 
phenomena, such as industrial waste dumping or overuse by marine organisms. Turns out iron is used up by the 
organisms, and the water is left with none, ultimately preventing further algal growth. Once the existing algae are eaten 
or die and rain down to the bottom of the seafloor, they take their iron with them, and the surface waters are left with no 
iron until mixing brings in more. 
 
About nutrients. We first mentioned these back in the chapter on sediments, when we discussed how nutrients, like 
nitrate and phosphate ions, need to be dissolved in abundance in the water in order for autotrophic plankton to survive. 
Heterotrophic organisms get their nutrients from their food. Autotrophic organisms make their own food, so they need 
another way of gathering in their bodies’ building-block material. In the oceans, autotrophs are surrounded by water, and 
they can absorb the nutrients they need from this water directly. However, the nutrients need to actually be IN the water. 
You’ll notice from this image rivers are a major source of nutrients, especially around urban and agricultural areas where 
the fertilizers (or nutrients) used to help plants grow are carried into the streams by rainwater. Once the marine algae take 
up these nutrients, the water becomes depleted. When the organisms die, they fall to the bottom of the seafloor, where 
decomposition returns the nutrients back to the water. However, these nutrients are now trapped in the deep water layer. 
Last week we discussed the process whereby deep water is formed by high-density cold polar water descending and 
spreading across the world’s oceans. The surface waters that are warmed by the sun created a separate layer that sits atop. 
These two layers don’t mix, and the boundary that sits between them is called the pycnocline. In this picture you can also 
see that it’s referred to as a thermocline – because the density change is primarily due to temperature. Bottom line: the 
nutrients are trapped at depth and can’t return to the surface until a process called upwelling occurs. We’ll talk in a future 
chapter about that process. Without it, the surface water is depleted in nutrients, and no more autotrophic organisms can 
grow until new nutrients are added (like during large rain storms that fill rivers with more fertilizer). Nutrients, therefore, 
are nonconservative constituents of seawater’s salinity. Their concentration can change rapidly and thus varies greatly 
from one location to another in the ocean. Nutrients are a limiting factor in the growth of marine algae. Without nutrients, 
there are no phytoplankton or seaweeds, and that location can be viewed as a marine desert. 
 
So where do the ions in the oceans come from? The primary source is rivers. Secondary sources include atmospheric 
droplets of acid rain, waves weathering coastal rocks, and hydrothermal circulation at seafloor spreading centers. Of 
these, the primary source is rivers. Once within the ocean reservoir, these ions are moved around through various 
processes. Currents mix them. Marine organisms take them up for their own needs and then return them back during 
decomposition. And small particles in the ocean, including microorganisms can act as precipitation surfaces. The ions will 
adsorb to these surfaces and precipitate solid mineral layers atop the grains (like minerals coating the inside of plumbing). 
The sinks of this system – the ways to get ions out – are to do the opposite of dissolution – remove the hydration spheres 
that surround the ions and allow the ions to get back together and bond. This precipitation process happens wherever 
seawater is evaporated in shallow seas in warm climates – like in South San Francisco Bay’s salt ponds – or where the 
water becomes supersaturated with ions. When that happens, the water molecules have trapped too many ions and there 
aren’t enough water molecules left to separate them, so the ions come back together and bond. We call the concentration 
at which there’s no more room for new ions the saturation concentration (the water is saturated with ions and can’t hold 
anymore). As more ions are added to this water usually by an outside source adding them directly, the water is 
considered supersaturated, and precipitation will occur on any available solid surface. The precipitate minerals will 
collect as sediment on the bottom of the seafloor, where they get buried over time and are removed from the reservoir. 
Precipitation is the main way to remove dissolved ions. Other methods include hydrothermal circulation at seafloor 
spreading centers, which we described earlier in this course. As the seawater descends through cracks around rift valleys, 
salts precipitate and are left behind in the cracks, while new metals are leached out of the rocks and enter the water. 
 
Interestingly, if you look at the salts that precipitate when seawater is evaporated, you can see that they are made out of 
the major elements in the ocean. The salt we use on food, NaCl, represents 70% of the precipitates. Other salts include Mg 
and K sulfates and chlorides. Gypsum is an important product mined for its use in making drywall. And calcium and 
magnesium carbonates are important ingredients in cement. Again, these salts are all mined in South San Francisco Bay. 
You can see the colored evaporation ponds that were created by the corporations that first used the South Bay for this 
purpose. The colors come from bacteria that live in these ponds. While few of these are still active, most are still kept 
separated from the rest of the South Bay. The water down there is close to the salinity of seawater – it’s 30 parts per 
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thousand – primarily because of the low river input, but also because of the shallow depths and the high evaporation 
rates. The waters in the salt ponds, however, are many times greater in salinity and are toxic to the organisms that live in 
the surrounding waters. Billions of dollars are necessary to reclaim these areas of the environment, and wetland 
restoration is already in process in many of them.  
 
This table shows the main ions dissolved in seawater, their concentration in the oceans, their residence times, and their 
concentrations in their primary source: rivers. Notice how low their abundance is in the freshwater of rivers. Yet, they 
ARE present there, even if in low abundance. Remember, the oceans have been around on this planet for 4.4 billion years. 
During that time the rivers have carried small amounts of ions to the oceans, then the water has evaporated, gone back to 
the land, and picked up a few more. It’s like adding pennies to a bank. One penny in your pocket doesn’t seem like a lot. 
But if you carry it to your bank and leave it there every hour of every day for your entire life, you’ll never be accused of 
being someone with lots of money in your pocket. But at the age of 70 there will be $6,132 in your bank account. Imagine 
you could do this for 4.4 billion years! You’d have $385 billion dollars! 
 
Consider visiting the salt ponds of San Francisco’s South Bay, where you can get up close and personal with the salts 
produced by seawater evaporation. Closest entry from San Francisco?  Bedwell Bayfront Park, at the north end of Marsh 
Road in Menlo Park. 
 
 

Measuring Salinity Around the World 
 
How can we measure the exact salinity of a body of water? There are a number of methods, but you can imagine one 
would be to simply measure 1 kilogram of seawater. Evaporate the water, then weigh the remaining residue, which 
should be made of all the evaporates. That would give us an accurate answer, but it’s not so easy or fast. Fortunately there 
are plenty of other methods available that be done on site. The ions dissolved in water are what allow water to carry a 
current. It’s for this reason that you’re warned not to go swimming during a lightning storm. A hand-held salinometer 
simply sends a current through a vial of water. The greater the conductance of current, the greater the number of 
dissolved ions. Remember: we know the exact proportions of the major ions in seawater, regardless of the salinity, so we 
can preprogram these devices to know how much conductance we’d expect based on those proportions. As the 
conductance goes up, so too does the salinity.  
 
There are methods for measuring the chloride content of water – using something called a colorimeter and some chemical 
reactions. Once we know the amount of chloride, we can use the principle of constant proportions to calculate the total 
salinity. Remember: chloride is 55% of all dissolved ions, so roughly twice the chloride is the total salinity. 
 
Finally, you also should remember that as salinity increases, so too does density. So we can use our hydrometer to 
measure the density, and based on that calculate the salinity that would create that density at that temperature. 
Remember, temperature also affects density, so we have to correct for that as well. The hydrometer is an inexpensive tool 
that is easy to read and is the most common tool used for home aquaria. This graph shows you how it’s used – measure 
density – pick the line that represents the right temperature, and from that determine salinity. Again, like the salinometer, 
this works only because we already know the main constituents of seawater and their constant proportions. That allows 
us to create these lines and graphs based on the known weights and proportions of these ingredients. 
 
Another method for measuring salinity is the refractometer, which measures the angle at which light bends or refracts – a 
property that changes as salinity changes. 
 
Though the oceans have an average salinity of 35 parts per thousand, there ARE local variations. Remember: the 
proportions of the dissolved ions stay the same, but the total amount can vary. What are some of the major processes that 
affect salinity of the water and create these local variations? Since the major source of these ions is river water, but only 
over billions of years of collecting, we can’t simply add more ions quickly to create a local variation. So since we can’t add 
or remove ions quickly, then we will have to focus on changing salinity by adding or removing water. If we can add more 
freshwater to any area of the ocean, there will be a local reduction in salinity there, as that freshwater slowly mixes. 
Similarly, if we can remove freshwater, there will a local increase in salinity. So what are the various natural methods for 
adding and removing water? For adding water, there is rain (precipitation), runoff (river mouths), and melting ice. For 
removing water, there is the opposite – formation of sea ice and evaporation.  
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Now let’s look at a map showing the average surface salinity of the entire world ocean. The freshest waters correspond to 
a region along the equatorial Pacific, the area south of southeast Asia, and the surface around the north and south poles. 
Why are these areas so much fresher? They must have a higher rate of rain and/or sea ice melting and/or river runoff 
than evaporation. The saltiest waters are shown in two belts: one at about 30 degrees North and the other at 30 degrees 
South of the equator. Why are these areas saltier than other areas? They must have a higher rate of evaporation than rain.  
 
This next graph demonstrates that correlation even better. In the graph, we have the difference between evaporation and 
rain (or precipitation). When the difference here is 0, the rates of both are equal. There is no net change in water or 
salinity. When the difference is high, that means the climate is dry – low relative humidities – air soaks up water and 
evaporation rates are high. The high evaporation rates leaves the surrounding water more saline. And the reverse, more 
rain than evaporation, leaves the surrounding water fresher. The freshest parts of the world’s oceans are at the equator 
and towards the poles. The highest salinity is around 30 degrees north and south. In fact, the equator is the rainiest part of 
the planet (air has the highest relative humidity there), and the areas around 30 degrees north and south correspond to 
desert belts (air there has the lowest relatively humidity). We’ll talk more next week about why this is true. For now, 
make sure you understand how the relative humidity of the air (the climate) has a big impact on the salinity of the surface 
water. 
 

Carbonated Oceans 
 
Today we’re going to talk about Carbonated Oceans! What gases are present in the oceans, and where do these gases 
come from? 
 
The top three gases dissolved in the ocean are nitrogen, oxygen, and carbon dioxide. These gases come from a number of 
sources including the atmosphere, volcanic outgassing – primarily from underwater volcanoes, and three biologic 
processes: respiration, decomposition, and photosynthesis. Let’s briefly review these biologic processes.  
 
In photosynthesis, water combines with carbon dioxide and with energy from light is turned into sugar, releasing oxygen 
gas as a byproduct. This process is performed by autotrophic organisms throughout the ocean (bacteria, algae, and 
seaweeds) as a means of storing light energy in the form of sugar. The result: major source of waste oxygen and sink for 
carbon dioxide. 
 
The reverse of this process happens during respiration. Sugar stored in the body of an organism is burned in the presence 
of oxygen and converted into heat energy, which is used for growth, reproduction, and other metabolic processes, 
processes that ALL organisms undergo. Water and carbon dioxide are waste products. Result? Respiration uses up 
oxygen and releases carbon dioxide. 
 
How does decomposition fit in? It is a process that is similar to respiration and has the same results, but it happens when 
the sugars in dead carcasses, feces, exoskeleton molts, and other organic debris is broken down in the presence of oxygen, 
mostly by bacteria. Same results – removes oxygen and produces carbon dioxide. 
 
Now let’s ask which of our three major gases in found in the highest abundance in the ocean. Solubility is the term we use 
to describe a gases ease in being dissolved in a liquid. Every gas has a different solubility, and that solubility can change 
as the liquid’s characteristics change, like temperature and salinity. 
 
Of the three gases listed here, which do you think is found in the greatest amount in the total volume of the ocean? In this 
case, the primary reason for the high abundance is because of its incredibly high gas solubility. This particular gas is one 
that really likes to be dissolved in liquids. I recommend you pause the recording here, consider the question, and then 
return. The gas with the highest solubility and abundance in the ocean is carbon dioxide. Not very surprising when you 
remember that it’s also the gas of choice for dissolution in sodas – hence the name carbonation. It’s a striking difference 
from the atmosphere, where Nitrogen is our major component, and Oxygen comprises most of the rest. Carbon dioxide is 
a very minor component in the atmosphere – only .035 % -- or .35 ppt – or 350 ppm. However, as we know, even in small 
amounts it plays a major role in regulating the temperature of our planet. And, it is the most important gas dissolved in 
the oceans. 
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Is carbonation in the oceans equal everywhere? Since gas solubility changes in all types of water, the abundance of gases 
will as well.What are some things that can increase gas solubility and hence increase ocean carbonation? Again, now’s the 
time to pause this video and consider your answer. And the correct answer is A, increase pressure.  
 
Let’s use soda as an example. Sodas are bottled at bottling plants, where high pressures are used to increase the 
carbonation. When the sodas are opened, that pressure is released, the solubility decreases, and the carbon dioxide 
exsolves or bubbles out. When sodas are warmed (especially after they’ve been left out and open for awhile), the 
solubility decreases, and there is less carbonation. We call these sodas flat. And what’s the difference between carbonation 
in seltzer water, with no dissolved salt or sugar, and colas, with plenty of dissolved sugar? Carbon dioxide is more 
soluble in the pure water, and hence seltzer water has more carbonation than sugar sodas or salty water. Let’s watch 
some demonstrations of gas solubility. 
 
Here you see the result of reducing pressure on a carbonated beverage and the resulting decrease in gas solubility and 
thus release of carbon dioxide gas. [music in background] 
 
Here you see what happens to carbonation in a soda when you add salt. The water will dissolve the salt and the increased 
ions will reduce the solubility of carbon dioxide, and hence the carbon dioxide will bubble out. [music and sounds of 
bubbles in background] 
 
And here you see what happens when you increase the temperature, make it warmer. Again that will decrease gas 
solubility, and we should see the carbon dioxide gas bubble up.    
 
What does changing solubilty mean for the ocean’s carbonation? Where is carbonation highest and lowest in the oceans 
and why? This graph shows carbon dioxide content increasing to the right on the X axis and Depth in the oceans 
increasing as we move down the Y axis. The surface of the oceans is at  the top. What do we see? Carbon dioxide, shown 
as this red dashed line, is lowest at the surface (about 46 ppm, but increases quickly and then more gradually as we 
descend into the oceans. Why? A number of reason we’ve already discussed. Photosynthesis is the dominant biological 
process at the surface, and this removes carbon dioxide and produces oxygen. Decomposition, which produces carbon 
dioxide and removes oxygen, dominates in the deep ocean, because that’s where decaying organic material falls and 
collects. Also, if you look at this simplified bathtub cross-section of the world’s oceans – equator in the middle – poles on 
the ends, you can see that the deep water of the world’s oceans is coming from the poles, where its cold temperature gives 
it a high density. It sinks there, and then spreads out under the warmer surface waters of the equator and tropics. Note: 
pycnocline is a term used to describe the boundary between two different density water masses. So when we descend 
deep into the oceans at the equator, tropics, or mid latitudes, the temperature should get colder. Of course the pressure of 
the overlying water also increases, quite substantially. Both of these things we know to increase gas solubility, and hence 
allow for greater carbonation.  
 
How does carbonation affect the rest of the oceans? Actually carbonation plays a primary role in regulating and 
determing the pH of the oceans. To understand why, we have to review some basic chemistry. H-2-O, or water, is an 
incredible stable molecule. It can dissociate into a positive hydrogen ion and a negative hydroxide ion, but it does so only 
in very small amounts. Even in small amounts, it plays an important role. As long as the amount of H+ and OH- are equal 
to each other, a solution is considered neutral. But when H+ increases (or OH- decreases), and there’s more H+ in the 
system now than OH-, we call the system acidic. The larger the difference, the more acidic. And the reverse, more OH- 
than H+, will cause the system to become increasing basic. 
 
pH is a measurement of the activity or concentration of the H+ ion. This equation explains the relationship. Remember 
that the concentration of H+ in a liquid is usually very very small, so we show it as a fraction – one over 10 to an 
exponent. That exponent is our pH number. As the pH or exponent gets larger, the denominator of the fraction gets 
larger, which means the entire fraction is now a smaller and smaller number, and the concentration of the H+ ion is low. 
High pH number = low H+ concentration = basic solution. When the exponent decreases, the denominator gets smaller, 
which makes the fraction bigger. Low pH = high H+ = more acidic. 
 
Here is a list of common substances and their associated pH and H+ and OH- concentrations. 
Notice that pure water and blood has a pH of 7, with equal H+ and OH-, and thus is considered neutral. But again notice 
what that concentration really is – H+ has a concentration of 1 over 10 to the 7th or 1 10 millionth! 
To demonstrate how carbonation affects pH of the oceans, we need to study the following chemical reaction. We’ll start 
by reading it from the left. 
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Carbon Dioxide + water combine to create carbonic acid, which then dissociates by losing one H+ ion and becoming 
bicarbonate, a negative ion. Bicarbonate further dissociates by losing one more H+ ion (now we have two) and becomes a 
carbonate ion.  
 
These molecular images show you what the molecules and ions in this equation actually look like. Oxygen is shown as a 
red ball. Carbon, black, hydrogen, white. Note: These are symbolic images that correctly capture the components of the 
molecule and its shape. They do not all, however, show the correct relative sizes of these atoms. Hydrogen should be the 
smallest. 
 
The double-sided arrows in this equation means this equation can and does move in both directions in an attempt to 
reach and equilibrium or balance point. When the system is NOT in equilibrium or balanced, one side gets weighed down 
like in this image. The result? The equation will move in the direction necessary to undo that imbalance.  
And therein lies the important of this equation to the oceans. Notice that carbon dioxide is on the left and the hydrogen-
plus ion that leads to increased acidity in on the right. Whenever one of these is increased or decreased, the equation will 
move in the direction necessary to undo that change. Let’s see how that works.  
 
Let’s start with a balanced equation -- equilibrium for all components. Now let’s try to change the pH by adding H-plus 
ion to the oceans. That weighs down the right side of the equation and makes it no longer balanced. The system senses it’s 
out of equilibrium, and the chemicals in this equation react with each other to undo the inbalance. How? The H-plus ions 
combine with surrounding carbonate to create bicarbonate, which then combines with more H-plus to create carbonic 
acid, which breaks down into carbon dioxide and water. Equilibrium restored. H-plus concentration restored. pH 
restored. 
 
What happens if we try to do the opposite? Remove H-plus? That also puts the system out of equilibrium and the other 
components of this chemical reaction become very active trying to undo the change. Carbon dioxide + water combine to 
form carbonic acid, which then dissociates into H-plus and bicarbonate, which further dissociates into carbonate and 
more H-plus. Net result: the H-plus that was removed is restored. pH is restored. 
 
We call this particular reaction a BUFFERING reaction, because its equilibrium regulates the ocean concentrations of H-
plus and hence ocean pH. It is VERY difficult, therefore, to change the pH of the oceans.  
 
Let’s look at some ball-and-stick molecule models to see better how this chemical reaction happens. Here you see a carbon 
dioxide molecule, and we will bring in a water molecule. C-O-2 for the carbon dioxide. H-2-O for the water molecule.  
These two molecules can combine to create carbonic acid, which I will demonstrate. (MUSIC) 
 
Here you see carbonic acid releasing a hydrogen ion. It can release one or 2 in order to buffer the pH of the surroundings 
and ensure that it maintains the same pH.  
 
Here you see a carbonate ion picking up a hydrogen ion to become bicarbonate and a bicarbonate picking up another 
hydrogen ion to become carbonic acid thus removing excess hydrogen from the surroundings. 
 
This same buffering process is at work in your stomach, maintaining a pH or acidity of your stomach. When your 
stomach feels too acidic (not balanced!), then you can take an antacid, like TUMS or BUFFERIN, which is just a bunch of 
carbonate. These carbonate ions will pick up the excess hydrogen ions that make your stomach acidic and push the 
buffering equation to the left, removing the hydrogen ionsand producing water and carbon dioxide, which you can detect 
when you successfully burp it up! 
 
[sounds of birds on a beach with waves] So this chemical equation buffers and thus maintains a steady pH in the oceans. 
Is there any way to change ocean pH? Look closely at the equation. With an understanding of equilibrium, what is one 
thing I could do to make the oceans more acidic? I could add more carbon dioxide! Let’s see how that works. 
 
What happens if we add more carbon dioxide to this equation? It sets the equation out of balance, or out of equilibrium, 
by weighing down the left side. Again, the surrounding chemicals become active in reactions that will undo that change. 
How? The CO2 will end up combining with water to produce carbonic acid, which will then dissociate into H-plus and 
bicarbonate ion, which will further dissociate into more H-plus and the carbonate ion.  
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Balance is restored, but notice that the result is to increase the H+ ion, and thus decrease the pH of the oceans. Even a 
small change in the concentration of H+ has a big effect on the pH of the oceans. 
 
How does increased carbon dioxide and thus lower pH affect marine organisms in the oceans? Increased carbon dioxide, 
which we know happens naturally with increasing depth in the oceans, also means increased acidity (lower pH), which 
causes calcium carbonate shells to dissolve. This picture shows shells from four different microscopic marine organisms 
typically found in surface waters of the ocean. On the left we have coccolithophores and foraminifera, both with 
carbonate shells. On the right we have diatoms and radiolarian, both with shells made of silica. Let’s take a look at how 
the carbonate shells react to acid. 
 
Here you can see hydrochloric acid that is being dropped on a calcium carbonate shell. And the reaction that results 
produces carbon dioxide gas, which bubbles off.  
 
Because of increasing carbon dioxide solubility and abundance with depth in the oceans, there is a particular depth below 
which calcium carbonate shells will completely dissolve. This depth is called the carbonate compensation depth or CCD. 
What does this mean? Organisms below this depth cannot survive with calcium carbonate shells and the shells of dead 
organisms that rain down to the bottom of the seafloor will dissolve, if made of calcium carbonate, once they reach this 
depth and will not collect on the seafloor. That creates an interesting distribution of muds or oozes on the seafloor. Muds 
exposed to seawater at depths below the CCD will be composed almost exclusively of clays and silica shells. So even 
though carbonate-shelled creatures can be quite abundant in the surface waters of the ocean, their shells might be absent 
in the seafloor sediments below.  
 
As carbon dioxide concentrations increase in the atmosphere, they are also increasing at even greater rates in the oceans. 
These changes are having a big effect on the pH of the oceans. Scientists are right now studying the effects of this change, 
as this image shows. The shells in this image were exposed to a pH level expected to exist in the southern oceans by the 
year 2100. The shells dissolve after only 45 days. As the southern ocean during the summer season is one of the most 
productive regions of the world’s oceans, any changes to the microscopic plankton that live in these oceans will have a 
great impact on the rest of the ocean ecosystem. 
 
[sounds of birds on a beach with waves] What can we do? Limit carbon dioxide emissions and be prepared for the 
consequences if we don’t! 

 


